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Abstract: The decline of standing coral populations due to global warming is now well 
documented, but the prospects for the next generations of corals are not yet clear.  Will  
they be able to track the rapidly changing climate with evolutionary adaptation? At the 
moment, we know neither traits nor mechanisms of coral adaptation to the changing 
environment. Combining the approaches of classical quantitative genetics, functional 
genomics, and population genomics, we explore three not mutually exclusive ways of 
how such  adaptation  may happen:   (i)  thermal  adaptation  of  coral  physiology,  (2) 
modification of dispersal range traits, and (3) evolution of preference towards better 
adapted strains of algal symbionts. Since Red Sea is one of the warmest coral reef  
locations in  the world,  its  inclusion into  our  study will  greatly facilitate  comparative 
analysis of coral adaptation to elevated temperatures. 
